
Learn from my mistakes
How (not?) to think about bridge



A bit about me

Like many of you, learning bridge as an adult 

About halfway to my 10,000 hours*

A few “advantages”

Able to afford really good coaching

Obsessed with bridge - spend about half time on it, and work very hard



Bridge is hard

Playing moderately badly can put you in contention!

There is a lot to think about - it’s hard to think about the right thing at the right 
time

There is not (even close to) enough time to think about everything at each play

Learning to think about bridge as an adult is hard



Goals for today

Share some of how I (try to…) think about bridge

Share some thoughts on how to develop your bridge thinking

Amuse you with some of my blunders

Have you play a couple of exciting hands



Problem 1

Your hand: 74 of clubs

You think your RHO has 8 of clubs and a high heart

Dummy has a small heart and a high spade

What do you do? (I got this wrong)



Lesson: Don’t make plays that can’t gain

Can playing the C4 ever gain?

Can playing the C7 ever gain? 



Top two priorities

Make plays that can gain

When it is clear that one play gains more often than another play, choose the 
one that gains more often

Good news: doing this consistently will make you better than 99%+ of bridge 
players

Bad news: it’s harder than it sounds



What does it mean for a play to gain?

Winning a trick that you were always going to win is not “gaining”

A play only gains if at the end of the hand you might take more tricks than the 
alternative

Newer players tend to be too worried about tricks now



When you make a play

Understand why you are making it

What are you hoping for / worried about

Try to be able to clearly explain what you are playing for



Lesson two

You are defending 4H after a Jacoby transfer 
auction.

You lead the CA, dummy plays small, partner 
plays the 2, and declarer the Q

What do you think declarer’s clubs are?

What are you worried about?

Third: what to do next



Declarer’s clubs

Here are some possible club holdings for declarer

Q, QJ, Qx, QJx, QJ9x

Before you choose your next play:

Which are you “worried” about? What is your worry?

Which is most likely?

(in this case worried = something bad will happen if you cash your CK)



Is your CK being ruffed “something bad”



What are you playing for?

When you have a difficult decision try to think of at least one layout of the cards 
where your play gains.

If you can, think about whether you think this layout is likely and compare it to 
the layouts where the alternative play gains. Which is more likely?

All of this is easier said than done...



How to build these thought processes?

I wish I knew an easy way… or a reliable hard way

What helped for me: working on “double dummy problems”

Lots and lots of practice thinking through “what happens if”

Likely at first you have have to be looking at the hand record

Over time if you work hard enough you will be able to do it in your head 



Enough hard work… let’s have some fun

Two exciting hands from the 2018 United States Bridge Championship R16

No pressure… just playing against Bob Hamman and David Berkowitz with an audience of 500 on 
vugraph, and if you get these right you advance to the the quarterfinals, but if you get them wrong 
there will be a bridge bulletin article by Larry Cohen describing your errors :)



Please bid the first hand and pause at the 
end of the auction



Discuss your auctions



Now play 6N by S

Our auction (no interference)

2C - 2D

2N - 3C

3D - 5N

6D - 6N



How did you do?

Did you take a club finesse?

Why?

Which way did you guess hearts?

Why?

See Larry Cohen’s article in the May 2019 Bulletin

His main point is right, but he didn’t explain clearly that the H8 is the critical missing card



Second board:
Turn the board so that N has the E hand



Please bid the second hand and pause at 
the end of the auction



Discuss your auctions



Again play 6N by “south” (actually W)

Our auction:

(3D) 3N (P) 6N



How did you do?

A harder hand, but my line was clearly inferior

At the other tables top players got this right



Thanks, and good luck today!


